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How do you think Luxembourg’s econ-
omy will be affected by FinTech over 
the next 5 years?
In the near future, the Luxembourg financial 
center will be influenced by new service and 
technology paradigms emerging globally. In 
parallel, there is a continuous restructuring 
towards greater convergence affecting banks 
and other financial institutions. Through the 
combined forces of technology, applied 
with innovative business models, fintech 
startups could transform some segments in 
which Luxembourg is a strong stakeholder, 
as for instance investment funds. As in oth-
er sectors of the financial services industry, 
digitalization will continue to play a crucial 
role in banking. Luxembourg aims to main-
tain its position as a financial centre by con-
tinuing to develop and deploy new global 
finance instruments. 

Fintech, like most money-related business, 
is very time-critical. For this reason it has 
to rely on a resilient and highly performing 
infrastructure. Cybersecurity is also a criti-
cal factor for the fintech industry and for a 
country building its economic strength on 
ICT. 

“ Luxembourg has decided 
to develop a secure ecosystem 
where data protection and 
security are critical building 
blocks, positioning the 
Grand-Duchy as a major 
trusted data hub.”

In the end, all these elements will enable 
Luxembourg to become a leading fintech 
platform and a test bed for innovative 
products and services.

Is there a strategy on how Luxembourg 
will be able to compete with other glob-
al FinTech hubs?
Luxembourg is deeply committed to of-
fering innovative start-ups an appropriate 
ecosystem to grow and prosper. We aim 
to position Luxembourg as strong fintech 
hub while maintaining our position as one 
of the world’s leading financial centres.  

“FinTech, cybersecurity and Big 
Data are at the heart of our economic 

diversification strategy in the field of 
ICT”.
The Luxembourg regulator has taken a 
proactive stance on new and emerging 
technologies in the financial services. At 
the end of 2015, SnapSwap International 
was granted a licence to offer payments, 
remittances and currency exchange ser-
vices using cryptographic technology, 
crypto-currencies and Internet protocols. 
The continued digitalization of financial 
services will foster even more investments 
into our country’s assets such as human 
capital, high-performing IT infrastructure 
with a focus on highly secured data cen-
tres, as well as high national and interna-

tional connectivity, coupled with very low 
latency. Recently, Luxembourg decided to 
take part in the High Performance Com-
puting Service and Competence Network, 
as part of the European HPC roadmap.

As Minister of the Economy, what are 
your priorities for developing FinTech 
in Luxembourg?
Talking about fintech, Luxembourg has 
repeatedly proven its “fin”-skills, but we 
need to further attract entrepreneurial 
“tech-talent” in order to widen the fin-
tech base of our economy. Furthermore, 
to reach critical mass as a fintech hub we 
need to encourage and support more active 
co-operation between the financial indus-
try in Luxembourg, the international entre-
preneurs, the University of Luxembourg 
and the international fintech businesses 
ready to establish business operations and/
or R&D centres in Luxembourg. 

Adequate supply of early stage 
risk capital is necessary to foster 
entrepreneurship and the big challenge 
over the next years is to further involve 
the private sector in order to develop a 
self-sustaining FinTech ecosystem. 
To support this goal the initiative “Digital 
Lëtzebuerg” aims to strengthen and con-
solidate the country’s position in the ICT 
field. Within this initiative the Ministry of 
the Economy is responsible for support-
ing young innovative companies. We have 
identified the financing challenges, espe-
cially in the early stage of development of 
a start-up and are now implementing sev-
eral action programs.

... read more page 3
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Marc Schiltz heads the National Research 
Fund, which is the central agency for pro-
moting and funding research activities in 
Luxembourg. 

What made you become interested in 
R&D?
I have a passion for science.  After studies 
in physics I had senior research positions 
in the UK, Switzerland and France for two 
decades. Four years ago I was offered to 
manage the national research fund in Lux-
embourg. I accepted this as a challenge to 
accelerate the development and strength-

ening of Luxembourg’s national research 
priorities in my home country.  

How does FNR support research in  
Luxembourg? What is the strategy?  
Our main activity is public funding of  
research. Apart from public outreach pro-
grams the strategy is focussed on three 
priorities. The first is to reach excellence 
in quality in research within areas select-
ed by the government together with NFR.  
All research projects are submitted to an 
international selection committee and rig-

orously evaluated on the basis of the qual-
ity of the submitted proposals. The second 
priority is to attract internationally rec-
ognised researchers from abroad in strate-
gically important areas to provide leader-
ship and to reach critical mass.  The third 
priority is to transform our research efforts 
into a sustainable competitive advantage 
for the country. In doing so we encourage 
“industry informed” research and co-oper-
ation with business and industry.

... read more page 3

Objective 2016: Increase private R&D funding
Dr. Marc Schiltz, Executive Head of FNR



>"What is FinTech about? 



>"What is FinTech about? 



>"Can you See What’s Hidden in Plain Sight? 

A snapshot inside the Fintech Insight Report 2014



>"Software is Ubiquitous in FinTech 

Core"Business"So-ware""

Monitoring"&"Analy7cs"So-ware""

Customer"So-ware"



>"Data IS NOT Information! 

“80% of business-relevant information originates in 
unstructured form, primarily text.” Seth Grimes – Alta Plana 



>"Hot example: Sentiment-Driven Trading… 

! market;neutral"social"media;based"hedge"fund"that"beat"the"S&P"500"by"
more"than"24%—through"the"2008"financial"crisis"

TOPICS"/"BELIEFS"/"EMOTIONS"



Natural Language Processing 

The art of extracting the meaning of text 



>"Déjà-vu: Information Extraction 

How?%
"  Regular"expressions"
"  Sequence"Models"
"  Classifiers"



>"e.g., Hidden Markov Models 

Used"for"text"Segmenta7on"
"



>"Who, what, etc.? 

Segmenta(on*+*Classifica(on*

Associa(on**
+*Clustering*



>"Information Extraction & FinTech 

•  Alert on topics covered by expert reports. 
 
•  Glean actionable insights from Social 

Media ! to discover or predict influential 
group / people / concept 

•  Inference of profitable Investment plans 



>"Sentiment Analysis 

#2016"in"very"good"!!!??"Bleh"#"

Peterson’s"“Trading"on"sen7ment”"is"
a"nice"book."It"gives"a"detailed"and"

simple"view"on…"

1)  Classify topic
2)  Recognize named entities
3)  Focus on subjective sentences
4)  Select features
5)  Sentiment extraction 

(supervised,  
unsupervised or with lexicon)

e.g.,"Naïve%Bayes%Classifica7on"Algorithm"

Returns"the"class"that""
Maximizes"the"product"of""
Two"probabili7es"



>"Monitoring Public Sentiment on 
Brands / Products 



>"Sentiment Analysis & FinTech 

•  Automatic and Systematic Brand monitoring 

•  Anticipate Client Expectations  
–  (keep clients and reach new clients) 

 

•  (whatever you are thinking of right now...) 



>"Language Models 

Assign a probability to a sentence (i.e., sequence of words 
P(W)= P(w1,w2, …, wk)) 

 
Machine translation 

 P(high winds tonight) > P(large winds tonight) 
Spell Correction 

 P(fifteen minutes from SnT) > P(fifteen minuets from SnT) 
Speech Recognition 

 P(I saw a van) >> P(eyes awe of an)

P(w1w2…wn) =  ∏P(wi|w1w2…wi-1) ≈ ∏P(wi|wi-1)



>"Everything is not TEXT… but... 

1) Any Shape ! Signal

2) Any Signal ! Text



>"Application: Household Appliance Classification 

;  Breaking"Down"the"energy"Consump7on"
;  Detec7ng"house"intrusions"
;  Discovering"degrada7on"paderns"



>"Language Models& FinTech 
•  Is someone misusing your brand image? 

•  Can we certify that someone did steal a 
customer’s credit card? (e.g., comparing usage pattern models) 

•  Can you predict announcement of a 
worthy-to-know competitor product? 



THANK%YOU!%



>"Example: Sentiment-Driven Trading… 

•  Sentiment analysis  
–  emerging area where structured and unstructured 

data is analysed to generate useful insights leading 
to improved performance.  

–  Through text mining of news, microblogs, and 
online search results (Google, Wikipedia), massive 
amounts of data are distilled into information.  

–  This information is then used to construct 
actionable strategies for (i) trading, (ii) fund 
management and (iii) risk control. In this 
conference 

 


